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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF WHALE REGULATIONS
WOULD BE PROFOUND
By Melissa Waterman
You see it when you drive into town. The simple clapboard houses along Route
187 have ocean views that reach to the horizon. Head down the road a bit and
you come to Moosabec Marine, Hamilton Marine and the Jonesport Shipyard.
Across the harbor on Beals Island are lobster
pounds, lobster boats, bait shops and the
seafood processor A.C. Inc. What you don’t
see are art galleries, T-shirt shops, and highend restaurants. Jonesport is a town that has
long turned to the sea, whose livelihood today is based on one fishery: lobster.
In 2019, according to the Department of
Marine Resources (DMR), Jonesport lobstermen landed 2,929,282 pounds of lobster. Vessels homeported in Beals landed
5,993,452 pounds. At an average price per
pound of $4.82, the two ports brought more
than $43 million into the local economy last
year. That level of economic activity means a
lot in a county with Maine’s highest 2019 unemployment rate (6.1%).
There’s a saying in Maine: “You can’t eat beauty.” While tourists and summer residents admire the coast’s splendor, its residents know

that living there can be tough, particularly in the region east of Ellsworth. In
Hancock and Washington counties one doesn’t see the sorts of jobs available
in the southern areas of the state — manufacturing, retail, office work. Here
people derive their sources of income from the water.
That way of life hangs by a single thread. In
2018, the Center for Biological Diversity,
Defenders of Wildlife, the Humane Society
of the United States and Conservation
Law Foundation sued the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), arguing that the
agency was not fulfilling its legal mandate
to protect endangered North Atlantic right
whales under a suite of federal laws. The case
was assigned to the Federal District Court for
Washington D.C.

The health of Maine’s coastal economy of Maine is tightly
linked to the prosperity of the state’s lobster fishery. Photo
courtesy of Peter Ralston Gallery.
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In April 2020, Judge James Boasberg ruled that
NMFS had violated the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) in permitting the lobster fishery.
The judge’s opinion states that “failure to include an ITS [Incidental Take Statement] in
its 2014 BiOp [Biological Opinion] after finding that the American lobster fishery had the
potential to harm the North Atlantic right
whale at more than three times the sustain-

LOBSTERMEN STEP UP TO
HELP MLA LEGAL DEFENSE
FUND
By Melissa Waterman
It’s not everyday that you open your mail and find a check for $5,000.
But that is exactly what happened at the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association (MLA) office in May. Offshore lobsterman Alec
Phippen, who fishes from Northeast Harbor, sent a $5,000 check to
support the MLA’s Legal Defense Fund. And Phippen is not even an
MLA member.
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“Our jobs are at stake,” he
said in a recent interview.
“No one else has gone to bat
for us.”
The MLA Legal Defense Fund
kicked off a $500,000 fundraising campaign in May in
response to a finding from
the Federal District Court
for Washington D.C. that the
National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) violated
the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) in permitting the lobster fishery. The judge’s opinion stated that “Congress
enacted the ESA in 1973 to
halt and reverse the trend
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COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, leading to a severe
national and international decline in demand for seafood,
and the looming threat of a shutdown of the New England
lobster fishery due to several court cases brought forward
to protect right whales have combined to make this a season like no other. At a time when Maine lobstermen traditionally have been setting their traps and catching up with
each other at the summertime lobster boat races, many
are instead searching for a silver lining in what appears to
be a rather dark cloud.
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We start this month’s issue of Landings with a look at the
repercussions in Maine’s coastal economy if lobster fishing,
the number one commercial fishery in the state by value,
were severely restricted or closed due to its assumed threat
to endangered North American right whales. Lobstermen
earned more than $485 million in 2019, strictly in boat prices. That figure can be multiplied many times when the numerous ancillary businesses, such as marine electronics,
boatbuilders, bait businesses, and others, are factored in.
The money earned by lobstermen goes to pay local property taxes, pay for groceries, and keep numerous other businesses not directly affiliated with the fishery operating. As
Will Tuell, state representative from East Machias, said, “If
the fishery were to close, it would be far more devastating
than the coronavirus over the next twenty years.”
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) is working
to make sure that doesn’t happen. As an intervenor in the
court case taking place in Washington, D.C., the MLA has
the opportunity to present information to the judge that
may influence his decision, due later this summer. To do
that, it has assembled a strong legal team in Washington.
Jane Luxton and Mary Anne Mason bring a valuable depth
of legal knowledge and understanding of protected species
laws and regulatory processes to the team, as we note in
this month’s issue.
Landings also features an article on what has motivated
some of our industry’s young lobstermen to make generous donations to the MLA’s Legal Defense Fund (LDF).
To pay for the work of its legal team, the MLA kicked off
a $500,000 fundraising campaign in May. And lobstermen
quickly stepped up to defend their fishery. Offshore lobsterman Alec Phippen, who donated $5,000 to the LDF, put
it succinctly: “Our jobs are at stake. No one else has gone
to bat for us.”
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$945

Half page (10 x 7.35 inches)

$500

Quarter page (4.9 x 7.35 inches) $280
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$165
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$55

Color ads are an additional $75. Discount for
multi-month commitment.

The advertising deadline is the
second Monday of each month.
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Melissa Waterman
(melissa@mainelobstermen.org
or 967-6221) for more information.

When the CARES Act was passed in March to provide financial aid to individuals and businesses affected by the
coronavirus, $300 million was set aside for assistance
to the nation’s seafood industry. In May, the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
finally released the award figures for 31 states and territories. Maine was awarded $20.3 million, as Patrick Keliher,
Department of Marine Resources (DMR) Commissioner,
writes in Landings. DMR asked those in the seafood sector to make their thoughts known on how that money
should be distributed via an online survey; the majority
of respondents favored dividing the amount up into direct
payments. In the meantime, Keliher cautions all involved
in the lobster fishery to be conservative this season. “[I]f
lobster landings in Maine and Canada occur as they have

historically, there is the potential for there to be large volumes of lobster with no place to go and negative impacts
to the price this summer as a result.”
We also hear from Marianne Lacroix, executive director
of the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative (MLMC),
on how that organization is adapting to a changed market
landscape for seafood. The MLMC had planned to focus
this year on educating those in the food supply chain about
the qualities and stories associated with Maine lobster. But
with COVID-19 causing restaurants to close and people to
eat primarily at home, the MLMC shifted gears. It introduced a Resources for the Home Cook section of its web
site, turned its digital advertising focus to home consumers, and concentrated on other methods to drive demand
for Maine lobster among retail customers. “The MLMC is
working closely with industry groups to make sure that
we have the most robust and effective marketing program
possible to create demand in all available channels and to
remain nimble as market conditions continue to change,”
Lacroix writes.
Ann McAlhany, an advisor at the Small Business
Administration office in Bangor, gives some tips this
month to those facing an uncertain future on the importance of having a plan on how to structure one’s business.
Intermingling business and personal expenses and accounts leaves a business proprietor liable for all sorts of
legal and financial headaches, McAlhany writes. At a time
when the financial situation is uncertain, taking stock of
your business structure makes good sense.
Landings continues its series on the changing Gulf of Maine
with an article on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC). The AMOC is an ocean circulation
system that draws warm surface water from the equatorial
latitudes to the far north, where it cools, become saltier
and denser, then sinks to the deep ocean where it moves
southward, to repeat the entire cycle. The AMOC however
has become weaker in strength, allowing the warm Gulf
Stream to move northward. That in turn has let warmer
water enter the Gulf through the deep Northeast Channel.
Warmer water at depth has had a distinct effect on certain species, among them a small copepod much desired
by endangered North Atlantic right whales, causing a shift
in their feeding patterns.
Finally, we look at an enterprising bait dealer located in
Jonesport. Durkee Lobster Bait and its spinoff, Bring It
Inc., supply lobster bait for many lobstermen in Downeast
Maine. Ben Durkee has worked with his father Manford
since he was a child. A proud MLA business member,
Durkee donated to the MLA’s Legal Defense Fund and
online auction because, he said, “This is a scary time.
Lobstermen are the targets now. …If the fishery is shut
down it will be bad for everyone. Every little bit helps.”
Thank you Ben, and the many other MLA business members who have shown their support.
And thank you for your continued interest in the Maine lobster fishery and the men and women who keep it healthy.

Subscribe to Landings, where lobstermen get their news!

MLCAlliance is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization, established
in 2010, which achieves its charitable mission through programs in
education, research and charity.
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Some federal relief but a complicated season ahead

By Patrick Keliher
It was early May when I first learned how much of the $300 million in CARES
Act funding for the nation’s seafood sector had been allocated to Maine. First,
the good news: Maine is receiving $20 million to provide relief to fishermen and
fishery-related businesses, such as dealers, processors, aquaculture operations
and party/charter operations affected by COVID-19. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association (NOAA) made the allocations based on a multi-year
average of the total annual revenue of each region’s commercial fishing, charter
fishing, processor, and aquaculture sectors. The $20 million Maine will receive
represents the fifth-highest amount awarded to 31 different recipients (other
states, jurisdictions and Tribes).
Now, the bad news: Maine is only receiving $20 million. Don’t get me wrong -$20 million is a lot of money, and I am grateful to the Maine delegation for their
hard work to get this funding approved and directed toward Maine’s seafood
industry. But at the same time, $20 million isn’t a lot of money, not when you
start trying to divide it up among the many deserving recipients across all of
Maine’s fishing sectors. Remember, in 2019 the landed value of just Maine seafood was nearly $700 million. DMR sells roughly 20,000 licenses and permits.
With so many businesses in every part of the supply chain suffering the impacts
of drastically reduced markets, $20 million can’t possibly address all the needs.
In recognition of this reality, Governor Mills has communicated to our congressional delegation the need for additional funding for Maine’s seafood industries. There are already efforts underway to secure billions more for U.S. fisheries to fund such efforts as additional disaster assistance, purchase of seafood
for foodbanks, and development of markets and advertising to increase seafood consumption. I am hopeful that these efforts will be successful, but in the
meantime, I am well aware of the urgency to get the dollars that we do have into
the hands of the people who need them.
Toward that end, DMR conducted an online survey to collect as much input as
possible on the best use of these limited funds. By the time the survey closed,
we had received nearly 900 responses. Overwhelmingly, people favored direct
payments (85% of respondents), even understanding that a system that simply
divided the money up among all eligible parties would mean a relatively small
amount for everyone.

Thank you to everyone who took the time to
share their thoughts. We received many useful
comments and good information on the timing
and nature of the impacts.
We are still waiting for final guidance from
NOAA, but my staff has been working on the details of how a system of direct payments could
work across all eligible sectors. Once that is
worked out, DMR must submit our proposed
Patrick Keliher is the
“spend plan” for approval. The Atlantic States
Commissioner of the
Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) has
Department of Marine
been tasked with coordinating and assisting the
Resources. DMR photo.
states with getting the payments out. My goal is
to do this as quickly as we can. I will then, with
the full support of the Governor and the Maine Congressional delegation, focus
on trying to secure a second pot of funding to address the longer-term impacts
of this crisis.
While I hope that the direct payments will provide some immediate relief, we
also need to be prepared to act to help ourselves as the potential impacts of reduced markets and processing capacity play out over the summer. While there
is no way of knowing for certain, a “guess” would suggest that if lobster landings in Maine and Canada occur as they have historically, there is the potential
for there to be large volumes of lobster with no place to go and negative impacts to the price this summer as a result.
If that is where we find ourselves, I truly believe that this problem is best solved
by the industry (harvesters, dealers and processors) working together to communicate market realities and reduce the supply as best we can to match the
demand, rather than the state stepping in with sweeping management actions.
In my opinion, state intervention should be a last resort.
While I know it is easier said than done, everyone needs to be prepared to set
aside past baggage and try to trust that everyone in the industry will be working in good faith toward the best outcome we can achieve in a terrible situation. It is very likely that no one will have the luxury of just going on auto-pilot,
doing everything the same way we have in years past.
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GUEST COLUMN: Changing strategy to adapt to pandemic impacts
By Marianne Lacroix

At the Maine Fishermen’s Forum, the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
(MLMC) presented a plan for promoting Maine lobster to wholesalers, restaurants, retailers and consumers in 2020. Shortly after, the world changed dramatically as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The MLMC quickly evaluated
the new landscape and made changes to the marketing plan to drive demand
in the new market conditions.
One of the biggest impacts of the pandemic is the dramatic decrease in foodservice demand that resulted when restaurants, cruise ships, casinos and events
shut down across the country and around the world. These foodservice channels typically account for about two-thirds of Maine lobster consumption. Even
as markets begin to re-open, the future of these establishments is uncertain.
The issues with food service present a significant challenge, however changes
in consumer behavior have revealed two sales channels as growth opportunities: direct to consumer sales and grocery stores. These segments are reporting
increased demand as consumers cook more at home. To meet that demand,
Maine lobster dealers are working to line up new grocery customers and expand volumes and product offerings with existing customers.
Given the changes in demand, the MLMC shifted the focus of its marketing program from supply chain promotions to consumer promotions. The first step was
to launch the ‘Resources for the Home Cook’ section of our website. This provides
home cooks with all the basics of buying, storing, cooking and shucking lobster.
The same content is available in our Content Hub for use by dealers, grocery customers and other suppliers, making it easy for everyone to promote Maine lobster.
In 2019, MLMC ran a robust digital advertising campaign targeted at supply chain
customers. The campaign reached 83% of the U.S. wholesale seafood industry
and resulted in a 43% increase in intent to purchase among those who were exposed to ads as compared to those who were not. This year, given the new reality,
we are going to shift the focus of the digital advertising campaign to consumers.
We have consistently targeted consumers over the years through public relations and social media, and with this year’s increased focus on that audience,
we will promote the key attributes of Maine lobster, including its sweet flavor,
American origin and seasonality. An additional support message will ask consumers to choose Maine and in turn support working lobstermen and coastal

communities. By using digital advertising, we’re able
to target consumers with relevant content yearround as well as during key holidays.
The MLMC will also work to increase demand through
grocery chains by partnering with lobster dealers
to run advertising programs with retail customers.
These campaigns will drive demand by promoting
Maine lobster’s key product attributes rather than
price discounts. We will continue to promote Maine
lobster to food service channels through our webinar
series put on in partnership with Seafood Source, distribution and promotion of our new comprehensive
Buyers Guide, introduction of a new newsletter, and
media relations efforts with trade publications.

Unfortunately, the pandemic isn’t the only issue the
Maine lobster industry is facing in 2020. Additional whale protection regulations may be forced on the fishery as a result of court cases. The MLMC’s
role is to protect the brand reputation of Maine lobster so that consumer and
wholesale customers have continued confidence in our products.
Gauging public perception of the issue is an important part of determining
our marketing response. We continually audit news coverage and social media conversations on the subject and this year also conducted a survey to determine any changes in consumer perception about Maine lobster. Both the
audit and the survey show that consumers are largely unaware of any connection between Maine lobster and endangered right whales, and two-thirds of
those that do follow the issue closely are still eating lobster.
If you’ve not yet visited the RightWhalesAndMaineLobster website we created last year, it’s full of content about Maine’s long-standing efforts to protect
right whales and preserve our traditions and fishery. MLMC has also added
a “Support Maine Lobstermen” section to our home website that highlights
lobstermen’s efforts to protect right whales over the years.
The MLMC is working closely with industry groups to make sure that we have
the most robust and effective marketing program possible to create demand
in all available channels and to remain nimble so that we can respond as market conditions change.

maine lobster

New England Marine & Industrial
www.newenglandmarine.com

Lobster Bands
We carry:
Printed and Non Printed
Sheddar
Standard
Cold Water Shedder
Jumbo
Worcester Cow Hide Bait
We carry Regular and Hairless Bait
Call for Special Pricing on both 5 pail
purchases and pallet (20 pails) purchases
“One week notice needed on pallet purchases”

Rain Gear:
Guy Cotton
Grundens
Helly Hansen
NEMI Rain Gear
200 Spaulding Tpke
Portsmouth, NH
603-436-2836

BUOYS:
Spongex
Sea Alex
Polyform US
Polyform Norway

Boots:
Guy Cotton
Xtratuff
Muck Boots
Servus
Grundens
294 Ocean St
Brant Rock, MA
781-834-9301

86 Cemetary Rd
Stonington, ME
207-367-2692

Marianne
Lacroix is the
executive director
of the MLMC.

Because of
the COVID-19
pandemic
and decline
in restaurant
demand, the
MLMC is
reconcentrating
its marketing
efforts on building
demand among
home cooks. MLMC
images.

cooking techniques

STEAMING
1. ADD ~2 INCHES OF WATER
TO A LARGE POT
2. SALT
(2 tbsp. per pound of lobster)

3. BRING TO A BOIL
4. ADD LIVE LOBSTERS
rubber bands removed!

5. COVER QUICKLY &
Return to a boil
6. REDUCE HEAT & SIMMER
12 minutes for 1 – 1 ¼
15 minutes for  1 ½

VOILA!
*FOR HARD SHELL INCREASE COOK
TIME BY 3 MINUTES PER LOBSTER
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TIME IS SHORT FOR MLA LEGAL TEAM
By Melissa Waterman
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) has assembled a powerful legal
team to represent its members in legal and regulatory challenges regarding
the level of protection necessary to safeguard endangered North Atlantic right
whales from lobster gear. Jane Luxton, from the Washington D.C. office of Lewis
Brisbois, and Mary Anne Mason, now retired from Crowell & Moring, are currently representing the organization in a court case that alleges that lobster
gear poses significant harm to right whales.
Mason was a highly respected anti-trust
lawyer during her career and also has expertise in maritime law, having served as
executive director of the U.S. delegation to
the Law of the Sea Conference and as a policy advisor in NOAA’s Office of Coastal Zone
Management in the early 1980s. She has extensive experience on right whale legal and
policy issues having served as MLA’s counsel since 2007.
Luxton has had a stellar career in the public and private sector and brings extensive
knowledge of the workings of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). From 2007 to 2009, she served as
general counsel of NOAA, acting as the chief
legal officer for all NOAA activities. She was
a policy advisor to the Under Secretary of
Jane Luxton served as
Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere,
General Counsel of NOAA
providing advice on legal and policy issues
and is now part of the MLA
related to natural resource damages, coastlegal team.
al zone and fisheries management, endangered species and marine mammal protection. She is currently the Administrative Partner of Lewis Brisbois’ Washington,
D.C. office, and co-chair of its Government Relations Group Leadership and
Environmental and Administrative Law practices.
“I have a keen appreciation of the complexity of these issues and the need to
find working solutions,” Luxton said. “The Endangered Species Act is very difficult to work with. Its requirements make it very hard to find a balanced outcome.”

successful and sustainable lobster fishery are
not new to the MLA. “The
MLA has been fighting
for Maine lobstermen to
be treated fairly under
the whale rules since Pat
White was first appointed to the Take Reduction
Team back in 1995,”
said Patrice McCarron.
McCarron took over for
White and has served in
this role for more than
15 years. “The MLA has
a deep understanding of
the complex legal and
regulatory framework of
this issue. Our legal team
is ready to see this fight
through the courts and
the rulemaking process.”
The courts have made it
clear that NMFS will be
required to issue an Incidental Take Statement (ITS) to continue to permit the
lobster fishery moving forward. In its court filings, NMFS revealed that it followed an alternate rulemaking procedure when it issued the 2014 Biological
Opinion without an ITS because the lobster fishery would not have been able
to proceed had it complied with a strict interpretation of the ESA. The judge
wrote disapprovingly of NMFS’ action stating that, “[NMFS] cannot rewrite the
statute just because they do not agree with its consequences.”
Luxton does not take this challenge lightly. “The standard to obtain an ITS is
significant because it brings the strict conservation standard of both the ESA
and MMPA together under one requirement.” She added, “We have our work
cut out for us to ensure that NMFS is able to develop an ITS for the lobster
fishery that passes legal muster while sustaining a safe and successful fishery
for Maine lobstermen.”

Luxton’s connection to Maine began as a child when her family vacationed at
small cabins along the Penobscot Bay between Camden and Rockland. “I have
an affinity for Maine. When I had my own family we would spend part of the
summer at Biddeford Pool and more recently in St. George. My son became
fascinated with lobsters and he still is,” Luxton said. Mason and her husband
spend summers on the St. George peninsula and return to Maine each year for
MLA’s Annual meeting and the Maine Fishermen’s Forum.
Luxton and Mason are preparing the MLA’s brief to present in DC District Court
on June 18. The MLA is an intervenor in the court case filed against National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) by four environmental groups, providing the
association full standing in the case, which means that it can present information about the lobster fishery which the judge previously had not heard. To be
granted recognition by the court as an intervenor, an organization must demonstrate that it has a unique interest in the case that the judge needs to take
into account to make a just decision.
“We are in an urgent situation,” Luxton continued. “The brief is due by June 18
on the question of a remedy. We are putting together compelling expert testimony that highlights the need for a workable and balanced remedy. We have
worked hard to find knowledgeable, highly credible experts who can bring
home to the judge the weight of our arguments. The system is set up to give us
our day in court and to have the judge listen to us.”
“Our aim is to provide the court with a full picture of the work Maine’s lobster
harvesters have already done to protect the right whale and to ensure that any
decision is made on the basis of the best available science about interactions
between Maine’s fishery and endangered whales,” Mason added.

NEED A LENDER

WHO UNDERSTANDS YOU ?

Farm Credit East specializes in providing loans and lines of credit
to Maine’s commercial ﬁshing industry. With long- and short-term ﬁnancing
options for real estate, boats and equipment, Farm Credit East is the right choice
for you. We provide attractive rates and solid advice for aquatic businesses of

The timeline for a final decision in the federal court case is short with the judge
expected to render his opinion by late summer. The work of the MLA’s legal
team does not end with the court’s decision. The MLA will review the court’s
findings and determine if an appeal is necessary.

every type and size. Our lending experts understand your business.

The MLA legal team is also reviewing the court case filed in Bangor District
Court by Richard “Max” Strahan seeking an injunction against the permitting
of vertical buoy lines in Maine’s coastal waters. “We are exploring options to
determine how best to support the Maine Department of Marine Resources,
which is the defendant in this case,” explained Mason. “We want to ensure that
we bring the full force of our resources and expertise to facilitate the best outcome for the state and our members.”

BOATS • TRUCKS • REAL ESTATE • PERMITS

Navigating the morass of red tape created by the legal and regulatory requirements necessary to balance protection of large whales while maintaining a

Call them today at the branch ofﬁce closest to you.

LOANS AND LEASES FOR:
BAIT STORAGE FACILITIES • WHARVES • EQUIPMENT
HAUL OUT AND REPAIR • OPERATING LINES

800.831.4230 | FARMCREDITEAST.COM
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able rate is about as straightforward a violation of the ESA as they come.” He
further states, “Congress enacted the ESA in 1973 to halt and reverse the trend
toward species extinction, whatever the cost.” As a consequence, the judge
could require NMFS to close or severely restrict the lobster fishery in order to
meet the requirements of the law.

for everyone in Maine who values our
cultural heritage and the economic
impact tourism brings to the state,”
said Amy Lent, executive director of
the Maine Maritime Museum.

“If the lobster fishery were to go away, it would be devastating,” said Will Tuell,
state representative from East Machias and a member of the Joint Committee
on Marine Resources. “My district is mostly lobstermen. They have families.
They spend their money at local businesses, like restaurants and hardware
stores. If the fishery were to close, it would be far more devastating than the
coronavirus over the next twenty years.”

The ripple effect of the lobster fishery
closing or being sharply reduced will
impact not only local businesses and
the tax revenues of small communities but also could change the basic
character of those communities.
“The exodus that could happen if
there are severe cutbacks in the lobster fishery with no reasonable alternatives will change the demographic
of many rural coastal communities.
I fear that in that vacuum, the gates
will swing wide open to gentrification, which could change those communities forever, shifting them away
from working waterfront communities to vacation and seasonal resident communities,” Anderson said.

H & H Marine, Steuben; Hancock Marine Service; James H. Rich Boatyard in Bernard;
Libby’s Boat Shop in Beals; Nautilus Marine Fabrication in Trenton; Midcoast Marine
Electronics in Rockland; Great Island Boat Yard in Harpswell; York Harbor Marine.
The list of small businesses related to the lobster fishery goes on and on.
“A general observation is that there is probably no fishery or aquaculture sector
that will match the magnitude and value of Maine’s lobster fishery,” said Paul
Anderson, executive director of the Center for Coastal Fisheries in Stonington.
“If you look at landings data, even when salmon farming is having a good year,
the total value is dwarfed by the lobster value, plus they really don’t employ
that many people.”
The lobster fishery sustains thousands of businesses and communities. Lobster is
not only a Maine icon, but is an economic pillar for Maine tourism and the coastal
economy. “This is an urgent situation for Maine’s lobster fishing families and also

Landings and value by county, 2019
CUMBERLAND
HANCOCK
KNOX
LINCOLN
SAGADAHOC
WALDO
WASHINGTON
YORK
TOTAL
Source: DMR

pounds

landed value

10,715,743
31,624,518
27,148,945
5,194,395
1,182,164
629,651
20,481,934
3,747,664
100,725,014

$55,045,4702019
$152,302,8562019
$139,279,3962019
$26,322,2802019
$6,042,3452019
$3,106,7662019
$83,758,9482019
$19,546,9732019
$485,405,034

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”

Selected towns and landings,
2019
Town
Addison
Beals
Jonesport
Corea
Cutler
Machiasport
Steuben

pounds landed
1,085,517
5,993,452
2,929,282
1,931,663
1,221,044
1,578,650
1,561,011

Stonington
Swans Island
Bass Harbor

10,893,008
1,942,244
2,518,741

Owls Head
Spruce Head
Vinalhaven
Port Clyde

2,524,889
3,800,924
7,607,574
1,388,345

Cape Porpoise
Cundy’s Harbor
Harpswell
Kittery
York

824,806
2,294,860
2,851,027
1,189,364
654,705

A research study published by Colby
College economics professor Michael
Donohue in 2018 examined the economic value of the lobster supply
DMR Landings data 2019 (https://
chain, those businesses who are conmainedmr.shinyapps.io/Landings_
nected to lobster after it leaves the
Portal/)
wharf. He found that the wholesale
lobster distribution supply chain
contributed an estimated $967.7 million to the Maine economy and supported
more than to 5,500 jobs in 2016. Those are the jobs found in companies like
Ready Seafood, Beals Jonesport Coop, Seaview Lobster, or Island Seafood.
“Nor will other commercial fisheries in aggregate or aquaculture enterprises at
the size and scale that Maine’s coast allows can employ as many people as the
lobster fishery does on the water, on the docks, and in the post-harvest sectors,”
Anderson said emphatically.

Old School Pig Hide
ϐǤǤǤ

LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE
POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS
16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS
Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: marinHhydUDXOLFHQJLQHHULQJFRP

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com

We save you money!
31 Number Nine Rd.
Cutler, ME 04626
oldschooltrucking2@gmail.com
207-812-5211
MLA members get $1.00 off per bucket
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.
President: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 259-3306
1st VP: John Williams
Stonington, 367-2731
2nd VP: Dustin Delano
Friendship, 542-7241

Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596-0177
Sonny Beal, Beals Island, 497-3440
Laurin Brooks, Kennebunk, 468-2165
Herman Coombs, Orr’s Island, 807-8596
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372-6429
Jim Dow, Bass Harbor, 288-9846
Jamien Hallowell, S. Bristol, 677-0148
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255-3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633-6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526-4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244-4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372-6941
Mike Sargent, Steuben, 460-1316
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 829-2109
John Tripp, Spruce Head, 691-9744
Chris Welch, Kennebunk, 205-2093
Thomas Werner, Cape Elizabeth, 807-1048

Staff
•••

STEAMING AHEAD
In this line of work one thing I can always count on is a
phone call from a lobsterman telling me just how things are
going to be. The subject may be the lobster price, the price
of bait or fuel, or management changes that are coming.
From the conversation, you learn which problems are
unique to an individual, which ones are likely to work themselves out, and which ones you need to roll up your sleeves
and try to fix. Lobstering has been so good too so many that,
honestly, the days when guys would regularly call the office
to give me an earful had become few and far between.
That has all changed. Today’s circumstances are a stark
contrast to the comfortable place many lobstermen and the
MLA have enjoyed in recent years. As the director of MLA,
my job has always been to work with the MLA Board and
members to make sure that the forces the affect the lobster
industry — and there are a lot of them — do not undermine
our industry, traditions and sustainable fishing practices.
To do this requires the MLA to act for the fishery as a whole;
that is why MLA’s work is often viewed as controversial.
This year is one in which we must navigate uncharted waters. Lobstermen are opening their season in the steepest
market decline since the Great Depression. Predictions
suggest that the severe constriction of the food service and
entertainment sectors will translate directly into a lack of
customers for the millions of pounds of lobster we have yet
to land. Simple economics dictate that if you have more
product than customers, price goes down. Lobster is particularly vulnerable to price deflation due to the tremendous risk in holding and moving live product.
Add to this uncertainty the fact that currently there is not
a single person who can tell lobstermen how to prepare for
the next round of whale rules. Despite having created one
of the most sustainable fisheries in the world, the lobster
industry finds itself on the wrong side of the Endangered
Species Act (ESA). We know that the outcome of the pending court cases and the long anticipated new Biological
Opinion on the lobster fishery will require us to change how
we fish. The changes will be significant, but we do not know
what they will be or when they will need to be in place.

Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org

Bottom line, thousands of owner-operated businesses that
sustain our entire coastal economy are flying blind and
cannot plan for the next few months and years.

Membership Director
Andi Pelletier
andi@mainelobstermen.org

While there is no crystal ball to tell us how this will play
out, the MLA is here. We’ve been here for more than 65
years, through the good and the bad and somehow we, and
you, have always made it through. In this time of vast uncertainty, there are three things I know to be true. First,
the MLA is not going anywhere. We will put every bit of
our more than six decades of knowledge and experience
to work to chart a steady course for lobstermen to get
through these rough waters. Second, this industry is resilient and we always find a way through. Third, these next

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
2 Storer St., Suite 203
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org
BOARD OF DIRECTORS’
MEETING SCHEDULE

In response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the
MLA has suspended all
in-person meetings.

few years will truly test us all.
The MLA has always fought for what is in the best interest
of the lobster fishery — the Maine lobster fishery. We do not
work for one harbor, or one zone, or one area of the coast.
When we take a stand, it is on behalf of the entire fishery.
I can assure you that working through a contentious issue
at MLA board meeting with 21 lobstermen, each from a
different harbor and each with a different perspective, is
a lot more difficult than chewing over an issue at the local
wharf. The board takes time, listening and debating what
is the right thing to do for the industry as a whole. It can be
uncomfortable, but true leadership is never easy. It leads
to tough decisions. Not surprisingly, our board members
are often met with harsh criticism from fellow lobstermen.
Still, when you’ve been around for more than half a century, you get used to harsh judgement. You cherish those who
understand the value of MLA’s steady activism on behalf of
the industry, year after year and decade after decade. No
one can come out swinging every time and expect to find
people willing to work with you. It is a credit to our loyal
members that the MLA has been successful in ensuring
that our lobster fishery has remained as strong as it has
been. It is due to you that we are able to stand up to the
fierce currents that are setting against us now.
While there are times when you need flexibility, there are
also times that require you to stand your ground, times
when you are staring down the barrel of a gun. The ESA and
the MMPA are a loaded gun held by the environmental community and pointed straight at our fishery. The MLA and
our legal team provide a shield to temper the blow from that
gun, and we are standing our ground to fight for your future.
Look around your town. The local grocery store is supported by the income from your boat. The local school is paid
for by your property taxes. The boatyard, marine electronics store and bait shop are all thriving because of you. If
lobstermen are hurt or lose their businesses, others will be
hurt too. There is too much at stake for us to let this fishery
fail. We cannot let that happen.
We must all work together to keep the ship heading on
course through this truly historic year. If you are not yet an
MLA member, I urge you to join today. Your membership
dues ensure that the MLA has a professional staff in place
ready to respond to whatever issue comes next (currently
only 2.5 people). And if you have not yet donated to the
Legal Defense Fund, please consider supporting us today.
It will take all of us joining together to get through this.
I am grateful for the outpouring of support and good will
we have received, so thank you.
As always, stay safe on the water.

WHALE UPDATES

our state and our industry. Funds raised for the MLA Legal
Defense Fund are dedicated to the legal challenges movLegal Defense Fund Launched to #SaveMaineLobstermen ing through the courts and for policy experts to ensure our
industrycan effectively take part in the rulemakings once
Th e MLA has launched #SaveMaineLobstermen, an ambi- these legal issues are decided.
tious fundraising campaign to raise $500,000 to preserve
a future for Maine lobstermen and the businesses and MLA cannot guarantee the outcome of these court cases or
communities that depend on their success. Th ere are cur- future rulemakings, but we can promise to do everything
rently three court cases – in Washington D.C., Boston, and possible to save our industry. We can guarantee that lobBangor -- each of which could signifi cantly impact the fu- stermen will lose a lot if we don’t keep up the fight to save
ture operation of the Maine lobster fi shery. Lobstermen Maine lobstermen. If you haven’t already, please support
must grapple with several federal laws, including the the MLA Legal Defense Fund and do your part to #Save
Endangered Species Act, Marine Mammal Protection Act Maine Lobstermen by visiting the MLA website. If you have
and the Administrative Procedures Act. Each of these legal already made a contribution, thank you so much! We urge
mandates will require us to navigate an equally challeng- you to encourage others in your area to help us in this fight.
ing rulemaking process to get across the fi nish line.
Federal Court Case (CBD vs Ross in DC District Court)
Th e MLA is extremely grateful for the outpouring of support from the industry. As of May 28, we have
raised $110,000. While we still have a way to go, this is
tremen-dous progress given the diffi cult economic
times facing

Four environmental groups filed suit against the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) early in 2018 seeking
more stringent regulation of the American lobster fishery
Continued on page 8
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to protect North Atlantic right whales. The MLA intervened in May 2018. The
case proceeded in two phases. The first was to decide if NMFS had violated the
law in permitting the lobster fishery and the second, if necessary, was to seek
a remedy to bring NMFS and, in effect, the lobster fishery back into compliance with the law. In April 2020, the U.S. District Judge ruled that NMFS had
violated the Endangered Species Act (ESA) when it issued its 2014 Biological
Opinion and permitted the American lobster fishery without an Incidental
Take Statement.
The court case has now transitioned to the second phase to identify a remedy
to bring NMFS and the lobster fishery into compliance with the law. The court
has not yet heard from the fishing industry because Phase 1 dealt strictly with
legal issues. The MLA will have a strong presence in Phase 2, which is focused
on what mitigation actions will be required of lobstermen and the timeline to
comply with the law. The MLA will also correct significant errors in the factual
basis for the alleged harm to right whales from lobster fishing gear. The MLA
has posted information on our website that summarizes NMFS’s most recent
data on right whale entanglement.
In late April, the judge set the final schedule for this case:
May 15: Plaintiffs (4 environmental groups) file opening motion on remedy
June 15: Federal Defendants (Dept. of Justice on behalf of NMFS) file response
June 18: Defendant-Intervenors (MLA and Massachusetts Lobstermen’s
Association) file response
June 22: Amicus curiae file its brief (Maine Dept. of Marine Resources)
July 10: Plaintiffs (4 environmental groups) file their reply
Since the schedule was set, two lobster industry groups have filed motions to intervene. The Maine Lobstering Union (MLU) filed its Motion to Intervene on May
12 and Little Bay Lobster (Shafmaster) on May 13. As a party to the case, the MLA
was consulted on both of these filings and did not object to either group requesting intervenor status. The environmental groups opposed these requests; NMFS
did not object to them. The MLA filed a Response to MLU’s Motion to Intervene
to correct factual information about the MLA on May 15. The Plaintiffs filed a
brief opposing the two motions to intervene on May 26. The judge has full discretion on whether or not he will grant intervenor status to these groups.
On May 15, the environmental groups filed its “Plaintiffs Brief on Remedy and
an Expert Declaration” in support of their brief. The plaintiffs have asked for an
interim remedy to include:
•

The Judge vacate the 2014 Biological Opinion but temporarily stay any injunction while the matter is remanded to NMFS with a requirement that
NMFS issue a new Biological Opinion and Final Whale Rule by January 31,
2021; and

•

NMFS is prohibited from permitting the use of vertical lines in the Southern
New England Restricted Area (the area south of Nantucket) until the agency issues a Biological Opinion that includes an Incidental Take Statement
for right whales and any necessary mitigation measures are in effect on the
water; and

Max Strahan Court Case Against Maine (US District Court in Bangor)
In September 2019, Max Strahan filed a complaint against Maine DMR and
NMFS in U.S. District court in Bangor for authorizing the use of vertical buoy
lines in Maine’s state and federal lobster and gillnet fisheries. NMFS filed a motion to dismiss the case. On May 4, the judge ruled to allow the case to proceed,
limiting its scope to right whales.
On May 15, Max Strahan filed a Motion for Preliminary Injunction, asking the
judge to prohibit the use of vertical buoy lines in Maine’s coastal waters lobster
and gillnet fisheries and to require the state to immediately apply to NMFS for
an ESA Section 10 Incidental Take Permit to continue to license these fisheries.
The MLA’s legal team is exploring options on how we can best support the state
of Maine in this pending court case.
Max Strahan Court Case Against Massachusetts (US District Court in
Boston)
In February 2018, Max Strahan filed a complaint against Massachusetts
Division of Marine Fisheries, NMFS, ASMFC and Massachusetts Lobstermen’s
Association in U.S. District court in Boston for authorizing the use of vertical
buoy ropes in Massachusetts state and federal lobster and gillnet fisheries.
On April 30, the judge ruled in favor of Strahan and issued an order granting partial injunctive relief. Specifically, the judge ordered the state of
Massachusetts to “promptly seek an Incidental Take Permit pursuant to
Section 10 of the Endangered Species Act” for licensing the use of vertical buoy
ropes and “Plaintiff may renew his motion for a preliminary injunction enjoining Defendants from licensing fishing activities that use Vertical Buoy Ropes
in Massachusetts state waters if Defendants have not obtained an Incidental
Take Permit within ninety (90) days of this Order.”
ASMFC UPDATES
ASMFC Atlantic Herring Section Days Out Meeting — The ASMFC’s Herring
Board members from Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts set effort control measures for the 2020 Area 1A herring fishery for Season 1 (June-September).
The Area 1A sub-annual catch limit (ACL) is 2,957 metric tons (mt) which reflects the research set-aside, 30 mt fixed gear set-aside, and fishery closure
when 92% of the sub-ACL is landed. ASMFC previously set seasonal allocations
for the 2020 fishery with 72.8% of quota allocated from June-September and
27.2% from October-December. Effort control measures for the 2020 herring
fishery:
•

The herring fishery opens on July 19 in Maine (July 20 in New Hampshire
and Massachusetts).

•

Category A permit holders that have declared into the Area 1A fishery may
land herring four (4) consecutive days a week, with one landing per 24hour period. Category A permit holders may harvest up to 240,000 lbs (6
trucks) per harvester vessel, per week.

NMFS provide monthly status updates to the court and that the court retain
jurisdiction over this matter pending issuance of the new Biological Opinion
and implementation of any necessary mitigation measures on the water.

•

Small mesh bottom trawl vessels with an Atlantic herring Limited Access
Category C or Open Access D permit that have declared into the fishery
may land herring five (5) consecutive days a week.

The good news is that the Plaintiffs have not recommended an interim management action in the Gulf of Maine. We hope that the judge does not stray from this
recommendation because it would allow Maine lobstermen to get through the
2020 fishing season at least without additional whale regulations. However, this
proposal sets a precedent for the prohibition of buoy lines under certain circumstances and will require NMFS to issue an Incidental Take Statement (ITS) with
the new Biological Opinion, which will be a daunting challenge. NMFS has not
previously included an ITS with the Biological Opinion because it could not make
the case that the lobster fishery would have a “negligible impact” on right whales.

•

Category A permit holders and carrier vessels landing herring caught in
Area 1A to a Maine, New Hampshire, or Massachusetts port may transfer
herring at-sea to another harvester vessel but may not make any at-sea
transfers to a carrier vessel. Carrier vessels may not receive at-sea transfers
from a harvester vessel.

•

The MLA will file its brief and expert declarations by June 18. The judge will
consider all of the briefs filed in the court by the July deadline and will ultimately decide what comes next for the fishery.

Fishermen are prohibited from landing more than 2,000 pounds of Atlantic
herring per trip from Area 1A until the fishery opens. Landings will be
closely monitored and the fishery will be adjusted to zero landing days
when the seasonal period quota is projected to be reached.

ASMFC Atlantic Herring Management Board — The Atlantic Herring
Management Board met via webinar in May to review and consider final action on an update to the herring management plan. Addendum III proposes
options to better manage the Area 1A (inshore Gulf of Maine) sub-annual catch
limit (ACL) under low quota scenarios. This would provide additional tools for
allocation distribution and expanding the landing provisions across different
permit categories within the days out program.

•

The Herring Board voted to postpone action on Addendum III due to several
pending actions. An assessment update for Atlantic herring will be finalized
later this summer that may impact catch limits for the 2021 fishing season.
Amendment 8, developed by the New England Fishery Management Council,
has not been implemented. Amendment 8 establishes a long-term acceptable
biological catch (ABC) control rule which will result in low Atlantic herring
quotas should the resource continue to be below its biomass target, and the
prohibition of midwater trawl gear inshore of 12 nautical miles from the U.S./
Canada border, and a 20 nautical miles off the east coast of Cape Cod.
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AQUAMESH

FRESH BAIT

®

40 YE A R S OF I N D U ST RY E XC E LLE N C E

DIRECT FROM O’HARA

Why buy secondhand when you can buy fresh from O’Hara?

BLACK COD
HERRING
POGIES
REDFISH
ROCKFISH
SALT
TUNA

FROZEN IN BOXES
FRESH BY TANK AND BARREL
FRESH BY TANK AND BARREL
FROZEN IN BOXES
FRESH BY TANK AND BARREL
FROZEN IN BOXES
FROZEN IN BOXES
50 LB BAGS
FROZEN IN VATS/BOXES

SINCE 1907

PROUDLY MADE IN AMERIC A
S I NC E 1980

SINCE 1907

19 Front Street
Rockland, ME 04841
oharabait.com

1.800.762.6374 • sales@riverdale.com • www.riverdale.com

H

USCG APPROVED

Adult Universal Cold Water
Immersion Suit

HAMILTON

MARINE

BOATERS’ STORE!™

Wide legs for easy
GRQQLQJ5HWURUHŴHFWLYHWDSH,QFOXGHV
EDJDQGZKLVWOH

$

26999ea

596$
Order# 743829

Electric Rope
Cutting Guns

“Little Vicky” Knife

100 Watt
7KHEHVWURSHDQGWZLQHNQLIH
DYDLODEOHVHUUDWHGEODGH

5

$ 25

ea

$

62 doz
96

6$%
Order# 165434

Hairless Salted Pig Hide
Lobster Bait
NOW IN STOCK!

SAVE
by the
pallet!

$

3561ea

385+' $
Order# 735613

3745ea

Fish Baskets
3ODVWLFZLWKKROHVIRU
GUDLQLQJ$SSUR[LPDWHO\
EXVKHOFDSDFLW\

$

1999ea

Orange
Green
Order# 763280
)OXVKZDWHUWLJKWUXJJHGDQGORZPDLQWHQDQFH

$

797

)01
Order# 754527

$

30499ea

.17$8
Order# 753274

$

24" x 24"

149765

)01
Order# 754529

800-639-2715 • hamiltonmarine.com

FROZEN

207.542.1856

USCG APPROVED

Automatic/Manual Inflatable PFD
3URYLGHVVXSHULRUSHUIRUPDQFHLQURXJKRIIVKRUH
W\SHFRQGLWLRQV

$

149 ea

99

5HJ
Color
Order#
Blue
773535
2UDQJH 773536

35 lbs of

buoyancy!

SAVE

30

$

Fisherman's Gloves
Foul Weather Gear
Search# GRD-

Deck Boss Boots
KLJKJURRYH
IRUVLOLFRQHEDQG
6L]HV

FULL
LINE IN
STOCK!

$

Heavy Duty 120 Watt

Cast Aluminum Commercial Hatches
15" x 24"

$UWLFXODWHGDUPVIRUHDVLHU
donning with buddy line
DQGZKLVWOH+LYLV\HOORZ
KLJKOLJKWVDQGUHPRYDEOH
head pillow

385
Order# 127675

Order# 118243
HML-HIDEBAIT
Order# 740935

USCG APPROVED

Premium Adult Universal
Immersion Suit

FRESH

207.594.0405

129 pr
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2SHQZULVWZLWKHODVWLF
RQEDFNRIKDQG
6L]HV0;/

4 ea
$
4939
doz
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Search#
Search# HMG-202
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Are
you
seeing
purple?
We
have
all
the
purple stuff you need for
Hamilton Marine Lobster Buoy Paint
:DWHUEDVHGWRXJKORQJODVWLQJŴH[LEOHFRDWLQJ PDUNLQJOREVWHUJHDUWRPHHW0DLQHōVQHZƓVKLQJUHJXODWLRQV
UV & weather resistant, low odor, fast drying,
HDV\VRDS ZDWHUFOHDQXS5HG2UDQJH<HOORZ
*UHHQ%OXH%ODFNRU:KLWH
Search# HM-LBP

1499qt
$
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$

Tread Plate
Access Hatch
Marine-grade
DQRGL]HGDOXPLnum with
VWDLQOHVV
VWHHOIUDPHV
:UHQFKVROG
VHSDUDWHO\
Search# BOM-S4

Fuzzy Rope

Lantern Nets
$TXDFXOWXUHODQWHUQ
QHWVIRUXVHLQVFDOORS
IDUPLQJ

EODFN6ROGLQIWFRLOV
)RUXVHLQPXVVHOIDUPLQJ
$4&)5%.
Order# 763256

'HVFULSWLRQ
PP7LHU
4mm 7 Tier
PP7LHU
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All discounts apply to current store prices. Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.

Order#
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769870
763278
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Bottom Line
Super 46 Wesmac
C18 CAT

Chriss Anderson
Owner

In addition to all the
traps we’ve built, I
have built a lot of
friendships over the
eight years I’ve
owned this business.

In Friendshipp –
Gregg Bradley,, Jerryy Wadsworth,,
Markk Wadsworth,, Mikee Dean

But many more
friendships have been built over many more years
between our customers and the Friendship Trap team.

Not only are we committed to providing traps
that are “Built the Best, Built to Last and Built
Your Way”, we also are deeply committed to the
relationships of integrity we have with the
special people that are our customers.
Friendship Trap is more than a name to us
– it’s who we are – and we truly value your
friendships with us. And we strive to give
all our friends the best we’ve got every time!

In Columbiaa Fallss –
VJ Lenfesty,, Dannii Emerson,
Jimmyy Emerson

So thank you! We look forward to working with old friends and making many new
ones this year!
Chris and the Friendship Trap team

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.
Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our complete range of marine
power systems solutions is backed by a team with exceptional knowledge and experience.

Here
H
ere to serve you!

• More engine choices.

Jerry
J
erry Wadsworth (207) 542-0842 jerryw@friendshiptrap.com
Jimmy
J
immy Emerson (207) 598-7047 jemerson@friendshiptrap.com

• More fully equipped and staffed locations.
• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.

Friendship
F
riendship Office (Greg Bradley): (800) 451-1200; (207) 354-2545
C
olumbia Falls Office (VJ Lenfesty): (207) 483-6555
Columbia
Findd uss
V
isit our website: www.friendshiptrap.com
Visit
ok
on Facebook

• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.
Contact:
Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

$411-564#2/+..
$411-564#2/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5


Working
to make 2020
:RUNLQJWRPDNH
your best season ever!
\RXUEHVWVHDVRQHYHU

a7KHRQHVWRSVKRSIRU\RXUOREVWHU FRPPHUFLDOILVKLQJQHHGVa

9LVLWXVRQOLQHDWZZZEURRNVWUDSPLOOFRP
-RQHVERUR0(3RUWODQG0(7KRPDVWRQ0(:HVW%DWK0(
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Save Maine’s
Lobster Industry
One of the world’s most sustainable ﬁsheries could
be shut down and we cannot let that happen.
Right whales are not dying in Maine lobster gear.
Patrice McCarron, executive director
Maine Lobstermen’s Association

• The federal government has violated
the Endangered Species Act.
• The Maine lobster ﬁshery could be
shut down.
• This could mean the end of the
lobstering tradition for our children.

The MLA is raising $500,000
for the Legal Defense Fund to
save Maine’s lobster industry.

Donate Online:
www.mainelobstermen.org
Donate By Mail:
MLA LDF, 2 Storer St, Ste 203,
Kennebunk ME 04043

Maine Lobstermen’s Association Legal Defense Fund

5/28/2020
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The Jay Smith Challenge
Lobstermen donate
$1,000

The Brooks Trap Mill Challenge
Businesses donate
$10,000 or more

Alec Phippen Challenge
Offshore Lobstermen
donate $5000 each
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We are truly all in this together! Thank you for all your
eﬀorts. Go get them!!
-Steve Budrow
John Stanley met the Jay Smith
Challenge by donang $1,000!!

Richard Wall met the Jay Smith
Challenge by donang $1,000!!
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Gifts under $100
A Bright Horizon
Tele Aadsen
Sean Allen
Terrance Ashton
Lacie Bachelder
Nancy Beal
Kevin Beling (Drivetrain)
Thomas Bell
W. Kennedy Boone III
Theodore Boyce
Lisa Brackett
William Crowell
Curtis Brand Music
Chris Cushman
Jess Daniels
Jon Emerson
Erin Fitzgerald
Kyle Foley
Rachel Fowlie
Kate Fox
Tiffany Gardner
Sandra L. Gates
William Gilpatric
Asa Goodband
Erik Hansen
Gregory D Havener
Pat Havener
John C Holliday
Christina Hunninghaus
Cynthia Jensen
William Johnston
Sumner Kinney
Paul Kinsella
Kevin Kling
Ellen Kornetsky
Robert Krist
Patricia Lagasse
Erin Lally
Kenneth F Lemont
Gary Libby
Edward & Debra Meyers
Jed Miller
Tracy Moody
Miriam M Mullikin
Eve Murray
Kyle Nichols
Robert H Oberlander
Jim O’Connell
Brent L Oliver
Mary Olsen
Pandemonium Holdings LLC
Andrea Pellechia
Douglas Rackcliff
Darren & Nicole Randall
Robert Redimarker
Rebecca Robinson
Erin Rodin
Brandon Secord
David & Joyce Southard
Tiffany Strong
Debbie Sweet
Asa Thompson
Kelsea Tower
Ventura Fishermen’s Market
Greg Veshinfsky
Andrew Vorkink
Kenneth Weed
Carla White
Anne Wiedenkeller
Cynthia Wright
Scott Young

Gifts In Memoriam
Doris Ewing—in honor of David
Provencher
Sheldon Goldthwait Jr– In memory
of Hugh Watts

Gifts $100 — $299

$100 - $299 cont’d

Jason Alley
Daniel L Ames
Mike Arsenault
John Bacon
Andrew Balser
Michael Balser
Robert L Beal
Blaine E Blackmore
Scott Blackmore
Hugh Bowen
Kent Bradstreet
Eric Brazer
Amy Brazier
Laurin Brooks
Foy W Brown
John W Chipman
John Clinton
Daniel S Clough
Philip R Condon
Jocelyne Coombs
Riley Coombs
Marilyn Crowell
Benjamin A Doliber
Jerry Doughty
Edgar Drew
Jordan Drouin
Martha T Dundman
Anne Eggers
Betsy Eggers
Peter Emerson
Nathan Fagonde
A. Michael Faulkingham
Nick Faulkingham
Donald Foye
Ryan Geel
George’s River Canvas
Kevin Glover
Alexander Gonzalez
Kate Grifn & Rich Leidinger
Jessica Hathaway
Andrew Havener
Gary E. Hawkes
Bruce Heanssler
Richard & Bonnie Heanssler
Jim Henderson
Christopher Herring
Todd Hubbard
Bobby Ingalls
Angela Johnson
Robert P Johnson
Donald Jones
Heather Jones
Samuel Joy
Spencer Joyce
Sharon Kern
Knight Marine Service
Matthew D Knowlton
Alex De Koning
Fiona De Koning
Gene Lazaro
Garrett Lemoine
Jason Mann
Adam McAfee
Genevieve McDonald
Michael McDonough
James R McMahan Jr
Alice McWilliams
Daniel Miller
Peter Miller
Ryan Miller
Miss Madisyn LLC
Jonathan Murphy
Karl Murphy

Richard C Nelson
Mike Norcia
Philip D Page
Michael Parenteau
Nicolas Pellechia
Penobscot Bay & River Pilots
Luke Philbrook
Alton Pinkham
Port Clyde Fresh Catch
Richard Post
Lawrence Pye
Kelly Ralph
Steve Rosen
Patience Sampson
Matt Samuels
Saunders Fishing Inc.
Sandra Shepard
Michael Sherman
Heather Sirocki
Philip Spalding
Ted Spurling Jr
Jenni & Gary Steele
Craig Stewart
Cody Stewart
Courtland Tolman
True North Fisheries
Alexander Varner
Brandon Wallace
Lee Watkinson
Jeanne L Whittier
Jeret Winchenbach
Jason Witham
Barry L Wood Sr
Cheryl Worthing
Donald Wright
Jason York
Alli Young
Luke Zable
Mark Zable

Gifts $300 - $499
Bob Baines
Mary Blackmore & Sally Haskell
E. Vance Bunker
Tyler Cheney
Robert L Donnell
Philip N Doucette
David Neubig
Adam Scott
Charles H Tarbox
Jason Zanke

Gifts $500 -$999
Brian Alley
Joshua Ames
Rex Benner
Joel Billings
David F Black
Steve Budrow
Dwight Carver
Herman Coombs
David Cousens
Laurie Crane
CSM Inc.
John Daggett
Delano Seafood Shack
Travis Doughty
John Drouin
Elizabeth Fenwick
Bruce W Fernald
Joshua Hatch
Richard Howland

Apologies to the 2019
Donors that we missed!

Gifts over $500
Dusn Delano
Jimmy Wolton
Jack Merrill III

$500 -$999 cont’d
Charles Ingalls
Michael Jennings
Stuart Jones
Craig Lazaro
Nicholas Lemieux
Midcoast Diesel Performance
Matthew B Nowell
Ladd Olsen
Woodbury A Post
Tara Perez
Ryan & Laurie Schoppee
Sam Rosen
Brian Tripp
John J Tripp
Vinalhaven Lobster Co-Op
Donald Young
Linda Zuke

Gifts $1,000 - $4,999
Bring It Inc.
Dustin Delano*
Wayne Delano*
Jeffrey A Donnell*
Gillespie Marine LLC
Sam Hyler*
Stephen Lash
Lee Marine
Ian Lussier*
Jack Merrill III*
Jim Merriman*
Alfred Osgood*
Josh Polk*
Harold Poole*
Jay Smith Jr*
Smithwick & Mariners Ins.*
John Stanley
Starlight INC
David A Thomas*
Richard Wall*
Keith Wallace*
Ronald T Watkinson*
Ted Weber*
Thomas Werner*
Jeff White*
John and Judy Williams*
Justin J Wright*

Gifts $5,000 - $9,999
Alec Phippenz
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Co
Swans Isl. Fishermen’s Co-op
York Lobstermen's Assoc.

$10,000 and above
Brooks Trap Mill

The Harbor Challenge:
Cape Porpoise Lobstermen: $5300
York Harbor Lobstermen: $3200

Jay Smith $1000 challenge * Alec Phippen Offshore ChallengezBrooks Trap Mill Challenge 
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mark fleming photo

THEATER.

Businesses that value
Maine lobstermen also value

FILM.

MUSIC.

the Maine Lobstermen’s Association.

DANCE.

COMMUNITY.

Please renew your
Business Membership today

2020

www.mainelobstermen.org/membership
ww
or call 207-967-4555 for more
information

207.367.2788
operahousearts.org

SEASON

Louisiana Bait Products, Inc.
Individually Quick Frozen (IQF) Pogie
Oily, salty, Gulf Menhaden has 5 times more oil than
Atlantic pogies*
*LSU Ag Center Test results

Buy factory direct
Stable supply and stable pricing
For more info call Shawn Switzer (337) 400-4121

www.getbait.com
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RDR LOBSTER
AND SHELLFISH

More than 1 out of 3 American adults — have prediabetes.

Trenton & Jonesboro, Maine

Most adults with prediabetes don’t know they have it.
With prediabetes blood sugar levels are higher than normal but not high enough yet to be diagnosed as
type 2 diabetes.

Prediabetes increases the risk of:

If someone has prediabetes, losing weight by eating healthy and being more active can cut their risk of
getting type 2 diabetes in half.
For those who ignore prediabetes their risk for type 2 diabetes goes up — type 2 diabetes increases the
risk for serious health complications:

• Buying Lobster Year Round
• Top Prices Paid
• Pickups Available
• Instant Pay
207-667-2250
rdrlobster@yahoo.com
Brought to you by
the Maine CDC.

TM

9-*14,'4409-&9<47089-*<&>>4:)4

.YѣXSTQTSLJWOZXYFGTZYHTRUQNFSHJ.YѣXFGTZY^TZWKZYZWJ
Deckhand is one-part reporting tool for your vessel trip
reports and three-parts innovative logbook for keeping track
of your own proprietary information to make your business
VYREWIƾGMIRXP]EWTSWWMFPI

Mandatory reporting is coming, so get ahead of the curve
and put a product on board that takes care of compliance,
EHHWZEPYIXS]SYVFYWMRIWWERHMWIRNS]EFPIXSYWI

;LIXLIV]SYƅVIEƼWLIVQER[LSOIITWQIXMGYPSYWPSKW
or just wants to get the trip report done and head home,
Deckhand works the way you do, all while getting your
VITSVXWWYFQMXXIHMREQEXXIVSJWIGSRHW

.SYWTIZHYTW^TKKJW
$499 annual subscription only*
$999 annual subscription + iPad® + waterproof case**
Available June 1

@deckhandlogbook



deckhandlogbook.com/greater-atlantic

(TU^WNLMYl7JFQ9NRJ)FYF3TWYM&RJWNHF&QQWNLMYXWJXJW[JI5WNHNSLXUJHNܪHFYNTSXFSIF[FNQFGNQNY^XZGOJHYYTHMFSLJ5WNHNSL[FQNIYMWTZLM)JHJRGJW5WNHNSLNXKTWFRTSYM
XZGXHWNUYNTSUFNIZUKWTSYN5FI ,'<N+N(JQQZQFW &,FN8MJQQӴ .5(JQQZQFWIFYFUQFSSTYNSHQZIJISTWWJVZNWJI&UUQJFSIN5FIFWJWJLNXYJWJIYWFIJRFWPXTK&UUQJ.SH
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toward species extinction, whatever the cost.” NMFS must comply with the
Endangered Species Act. The Maine lobster fishery, the mainstay of the state’s
coastal economy, could be shut down or severely limited as a consequence.
“This case could lead to closure of the world’s most sustainable fishery and we
cannot let that happen. Right whales are not dying in Maine lobster gear,” MLA
executive director Patrice McCarron said. “Lobstermen have done everything
they have been asked to protect right whales and remain committed to doing
their part to save the species.”
Phippen, who got his student license when he was nine years old, is modest
about his contribution. “It didn’t seem like that much money to me. I told the
guys who fish around me what I’d done and asked them to step up too,” he said.
Phippen noted that should the lobster fishery shut down, the trickle-down effect on communities throughout the coast would be catastrophic. “There’s a
lot of money [ from lobster] coming into the state and lobstermen spend most
of that in the state. Think about the dock workers, truck drivers, boat yards,
banks. It would be a colossal hit to the whole state,” he said.
Eric Emmons also felt compelled to do something to save the lobster fishery.
In addition to making a contribution, he and fellow lobsterman Cody Nunan
went to all the lobstermen in their homeport of Cape Porpoise and asked them
to contribute to the Legal Defense Fund. “It worked well. We asked them to
put their contribution in a sealed envelope and then collected the envelopes. I
think about 80% of the guys gave something,” he said.

to obtain an Incidental
Take Permit under the
Endangered Species Act,
putting that state’s lobster
fishery in jeopardy. On May
15 Strahan filed a similar
case in Maine to prohibit
the use of vertical lines in
coastal waters.
“I know that my livelihood
is in jeopardy especially if
they are talking about closures or shutting us down
one hundred percent,”
Reynolds said. Reynolds,
who received his student
license when he was eight
years old, has two young
children, Owen and Rose.
His mother, Daphne, still
lobsters on her own vessel.
His wife’s father lobstered
for many years.

Travis Reynolds and his son Owen with a
very large lobster. Reynolds is concerned
that his children might not have the same
fishing opportunities he has had in his
lifetime. Photo courtesy of T. Reynolds.

Emmons began fishing full-time when he graduated from high school in 1988.
The last ten years of fishing have been “decent,” he said, with 2018 being among
his best years ever. Like many lobstermen, he is accustomed to heading out
to sea whenever he wants to. “My biggest worry is that they will put in place
seasonal closures. Look what’s happened in Massachusetts. Or ropeless fishing,
my God!” he said.

“I’m worried that my kids
won’t be able to carry on
this tradition. I feel we need
to raise as much money
as we possibly can to stop
these activists taking away
our livelihood,” he said. Other Spruce Head lobstermen that Reynolds knows
have been taking a set amount of their catch each week and donating that
amount of money to the Legal Defense Fund.

Travis Reynolds, who fishes from Spruce Head, made his donation after he
learned the verdict of a court case in the US District court in Boston brought
by Max Strahan, a longtime whale activist, against the state of Massachusetts.
In late April the judge ruled in favor of Strahan giving the state only 90 days

Phippen hopes that lobstermen from every harbor on the coast will contribute
to the Fund in order to fight for the fishery. “If everyone who would be affected
gave $500 we would be talking about millions of dollars. That’s not even a half a
day of fishing for most,” he said.

Emmons was amazed to find many lobstermen in his harbor did not fully understand the threat they were facing. “The decision by the judge surprised a lot
of guys around here,” he said. “They didn’t know anything was going on.”

News & Comment for and by the Fishermen of Maine

Independent Journalism
ESTABLISHED IN 1995 AS THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
VOICE OF THE MAINE LOBSTER FISHING INDUSTRY

NEW ENGLAND’S
MOST READ
Relevant Fisheries News
by Professional Journalists
NOW More Than Ever
The Fishing Industry Needs
In Depth, Quality, REAL NEWS
Monthly, 18,000 readers
from Eastport, Maine
to Cape Cod.

207-963-7195

“It’s What Fishermen Read”
www.FishermensVoice.com
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MLA MEMBER DISCOUNT DIRECTORY
Vessel Insurance

Lobster & Seafood

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance

Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance plus 5% discount with proof of CG approved Drill Conductor course w/in the last 5 years. Wooden boat, Builders coverage, no
lay up period, discounted electronics deductible, and automatic coverage of researchers and
more! Call Scott Smithwick 207-370-1883

Accounting

Fishing, Marine & Industrial

Back River Tax Accounting
Brunswick, ME -- Free initial consultation and
review of previous tax returns.
207-607-7118

Hamilton Marine
Searsport, Rockland, Portland, Southwest
Harbor, Jonesport, ME -- Discounts available
WRFRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQ

Back River Financial Group
Farmingdale, ME -- Free initial consultation
and review of previous years tax returns.
207-622-3772

North Atlantic Power Products
Exeter, NH -- 10% discount on parts and
service. 603-418-0470

Automotive
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
Newcastle, ME -- 10% discount on all parts
and service. $250 additional discount on any
new vehicle after you make your best price
207-563-5959
Weirs Buick - GMC
Arundel ME -- Purchase a new GMC and
get a free Bullet Liner. Must show MLA card
877-861-0070

Bait
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 discount per drum on
multiple drum purchases (must show current
MLA card). 603-300-2846
Old School Pig Hide Bait
Cutler, ME -- $1 off per bucket (must show
current MLA card). 207-812-5211

Boat Builders/Repairs
SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- $1000 discount for hull or
top. on a 38’ CB or 44’ CB. 207-667-7427

Hotels

Navtronics, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off of purchases.
207-363-1150

Fuel
Atlantic Edge Lobster
Boothbay Harbor, ME -- Fuel discount for
MLA members. 207-633-2300

Gifts
0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and
promotional product orders.
800-560-6090
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME -- 10% off all apparel
207-967-4555

Cape Porpoise Lobster
Cape Prpoise, ME – 10% off picked lobster
meat. 800-967-4268
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
Winter Harbor, ME – 10% off picked
lobster meat. 207-963-5857

Newspapers
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription rate for $18.75 with MLA membership
noted on check. 800-989-5253

Hampton Inn, Ellsworth – (Ellsworth, ME)
Hampton Inn, Downtown-Waterfront –
(Portland, ME)
Hampton Inn, Rockland/Thomaston –
(Rockland, ME)
Residence Inn by Marriott (Scarborough, ME)

Discount: Special rates for MLA members and
Business Supporters. Please contact the MLA
for booking information, or mention MLA when
booking.

Hydraulics
Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members. 603-474-1914
Hews Company, LLC
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic
components & Cable Craft cables.
207-767-2136

Legal Services
/DZ2IÀFHRI &U\VWDO7DUMLFN
(Port Clyde, ME) -- 10% off all legal services
for MLA members. 207- 691-2633

Museums & Entertainment
Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA
members.
Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Bar Harbor, ME -- Free admission to
FRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV.

Cross Insurance Arena

National Fishermen, North Hollywoood,
CA -- Special annual subscription rate for $12
for 12 issues. 800-959-5073

Propellers
Accutech Marine Propeller
Dover NH-- 10% off propeller repair.
Discounts vary. 603-617-3626

Electronic Equipment
Deckhand Electronic Logbook
Bellingham WA -- Discounts & Specials for
MLA members. Call for more info.
888-210-3117

&UD]\/REVWHU 6KHOOÀVK
Port Chester, NY – 20% off off the entire
VLWHZZZFUD]\OREVWHUVKHOOÀVKFRP

Special discounts to shows at the Cross Arena
in Portland! Use promo code GFRIEND at
checkout. Orderby phone, online, or in person
DWWKHER[RIÀFH
Info at www.mainelobstermen.org

New England Propeller Inc
Plymouth, MA -- Discounts on marine
propeller, shafting, and related items, sales
& repairs. 508-746-8804
Nautilus Marine Fabrication, Inc.
Trenton, ME --5% Discount on propeller
reconditioning. 207-667-1119

Refrigeration Services
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.
207-893-0145

Safety Training & Equipment
Liferaft Services, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off liferaft repack with
proof of MLA membership. CAN be combined with other promotions. 207-363-0220
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 25% discount on USCG
Drill Conductor training. 207-338-1603

Trap Builders, Stock & Supplies
Sea Rose Trap Co
S. Portland -- 5% off list price on traps.
Must show MLA card. 207-730-2063

Show
your MLA card to
receive great discounts at
WKHVH¿QHEXVLQHVVHV
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS
Back River Tax Accounting
56 Main St.
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-607-7118
rick@backrivertaxaccounting.com
www.backrivertaxaccounting.com
Free initial consultation, review of
previous tax returns.
Back River Financial Group
690 Maine Ave.
Farmindale, ME 04344
207-622-3772
john@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation and review of
previous tax returns.
AUTOMOTIVE
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route One
Newcastle, ME 04553
rmiller@newcastlechrysler.com
www.newcastlechrysler.com
3 years (total 12) oil changes when
you purchase a new or used vehicle.
Weirs GMC Buick
1513 Portland Rd.
Arundel, ME 04046
877-861-0700
www.weirsgmc.com
Buy a new GMC truck & get a free
Bullet Liner

Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530 207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members

Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136
info@ hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components &
Craft cables.

ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
Deckhand Elctronic Logbook
Lange Solberg
11 Bellwether Way
Bellingham, WA 98225
888-210-3117
info@deckhandlogbook.com
www.deckhandlogbook.com
Discounts & specials for MLA
members only! Call for more info.
Midcoast Marine Electronics
129 Lakeview Dr.
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-3993
info@midcoastmarine.biz
www.midcoastmarine.com
10% off list price on all marine
electronic products, excluding MRP
products
Navtronics, LLC
15 Hannaford Dr
York, ME 03909
207-363-1150
accounting@navtronics.com
www.navtronics.com
5% off purchases for MLA members
FINANCIAL &INVESTMENT

Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com

Bring It Inc.
PO Box 161
Jonesport, ME 04649
207-598-8818
bdurkee24@gmail.com
Cape Porpoise Lobster & Bait Co.
PO Box 7217
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014
207-967-0900
allendaggett@hotmail.com
www.capeporpoiselobster.com
10% off picked lobster meat
CBS Lobster
52 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101 207-775-2917
cbslobster13@yahoo.com
Louisiana Bait Products
11908 Hwy 87
Jeanerette, LA 70544
337-400-4121
shawn@getbait.com
www.getbait.com
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
207-415-4547
Htodd@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com

Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcrediteast.com
Twin City Financial Group
Mike Godin
1071 Lisbon St
Lewiston, ME 04240
207-777-6266
mike@twincityfg.com
Locations in Brunswick, Stonington &
Farmingdale
FISHING, MARINE AND
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
Hamilton Marine
with locations in Searsport: 548-6302
Southwest Harbor: 244-7870
Rockland: -594-8181
Portland: 774-1772
Jonesport: 497-2778
info@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts to commercial fishermen
North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
djones@glpower.com
10% off on parts and service
Rope Razor
3628 Turner Ridge Rd.
Somerville, ME 04348
207-549-7204
plantes@buoysticks.com
www.buoysticks.com
GIFTS

Old School Pig Hide
31 Number Nine Rd.
Cutler, ME 04626 207-812-5211
oldschooltrcking2@gmail.com
$1 off per bucket for MLA members
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
SW Boatworks
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top on 38
and 44 Calvin Beal.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Bar Harbor Whale Watch Company
Julie Taylor
1 West St.
Bar Harbor, ME 04609 888-942-5374
info@barharborwhales.com
www.barharborwhales.com

Maine Camp Outfitters
Melissa Daniels
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
melissa@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional
product orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc.
28 Route 86
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
www.coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for
MLA members.

Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681
207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com

RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billy’s Inc.
PO Box 837,
Ogunquit, ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com

Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net

The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net

INSURANCE

MARINE ENGINES

SAFETY TRAINING & EQUIPMENT

Smithwick & Marriners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA
members. Additional 5% discount
with proof of completed C.G. Fishing
Vessel Drill Conductor course within
the last 5 years.

Cummins
Ryan Oliver
110 Gibson Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-510-2223
ryan.oliver@cummins.com
www.cummins.com

Liferaft Services, LLC
15 Hannaford Drive
York, ME 03909
207-363-0220
dgreer@survivalatsea.com
5% off liferaft repack with proof of
MLA membership. Discount can be
combined with other promotions.

Varney Agency Inc.
Michael Hennessey
PO Box 117
Machias, ME 04654
207-949-2034
mhennessey@varneyagency.com

BAIT DEALERS
Bessy Bait LLC
155 Batchelder Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 discount/drum on multiple drum purchases (must show current MLA card).

Spruce Head Fishermen’s Co-op
275 Island Rd.
S. Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com

LEGAL SERVICES
Law Offices of Crystal Tarjick
PO Box 11
Port Clyde, ME 04855
207-691-2633
crystal@ctmelaw.com
10% off on all legal serives to MLA
members.
LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/
WHOLESALE/RETAIL
Atlantic Edge Lobster
71 Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-2300
aeli@myfairpoint.net
Fuel discount for MLA members
Atwood Lobster
Travis Thompson
286 Island Rd
Spruce Head, ME 04859
207-596-6691
travis.thompson@atwoodlobster.com
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
http://littlecranberrylobster.com
D.C. Air and Seafood
258 Newman St.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-7139
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com
Maine Coast LLC
15 Hannaford Drive, Unit 2
York, ME 03909
207-363-0876
Maine Ocean Lobster
Kevin Adams
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-229-0335
RDR Lobster & Shellfish LLC
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com
Shucks Maine Lobster
150 Main St, Suite 4
Richmond, ME 04357
207-737-4800
johnny@shucksmaine.com

Milton Cat
101 Quarry Dr
Milford, MA 01757
508-634-5503
kevin_hampson@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
PROPELLERS
Nautilus Marine Fabrication
13 Industrial Way
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-1119
nautilusmarine@roadrunner.com
www.nautilus-marine.com
5% discount on propeller reconditioning
REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.

TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK
SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
Sea Rose Trap Co.
South Portland & Pemaquid
207-730-5531; 207-677-0228
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA
members

Many thanks
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Acadia Seaplants LLC

Infab Refractories Inc.

Accutech Marine Propellor Inland Seafood
Bar Harbor Bank & Trust Interstate Lobster Co.
Beals-Jonesport Coop Inc. Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts
Beals Lobster Pier

Midcoast Marine Supply
New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.
New England Propeller
Northeast Marine Survey

Bell Power Systems Inc. Island Fishermen’s Wives Novatec Braids LTD
Pack Edge
Island Seafood LLC
Bowdoin College
Dining Services

Jack’s Lobster Shack

Chapman & Chapman

Joe’s Rope and Buoys

Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.

Chase Leavitt

John’s Bay Boat Co.

Pete’s Marine Electronics

Coastal Documentation II Journey’s End Marina

Polyform US

Conary Cove Lobster Co. Kip’s Seafood

Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Cooperative

Cousins Maine Lobster

Lobster Trap Co.

&UD]\/REVWHU 6KHOO¿VK Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.
Cushing Diesel, LLC.

Luke’s Lobster

Downeast Boat Co.

Machias Savings Bank

Port Lobster Co.
Purseline Bait
Riverdale Mills

South Bristol Fishemen’s
Maine Center for Coastal Cooperative
Fisheries
Farrin’s Boatshop
Superior Marine Products
Finestkind Scenic Cruises Maine Financial Group Tenants Harbor
Maine Lobstermen’s
Fishermen’s Cooperative
First National Bank
Community Alliance
Twin City Financial Group
F. W. Thurston Co. Inc.
Maine Port Authority
Vinalhaven Fishermen’s
Georgetown Fishermen’s
Cooperative
Maine Sea Grant
Cooperative
:LOOLDP&R൶Q 6RQV
Maine Salt Co.
Grundens
F.A. Peabody Insurance

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation

Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.

Guy Cotten, Inc.

0F0LOODQ2൵VKRUH6XUvival Training

Williams CPA Group LLC
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Cooperative
Worcesters Lobster Bait
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MLA BUSINESS MEMBER: Durkee Lobster Bait and Bring It Inc., Jonesport
By Melissa Waterman

dock. You sell it in buckets, the buckets come back but not the covers. There’s a
lot of those covers floating around out there,” he said.

You might say that bait runs in the
family. Ben Durkee, 35, grew up helping his father, Manford Durkee, in
the family’s lobster bait business in
Jonesport. Durkee Lobster Bait has
been in operation since forever, according to Ben. “He started it before
I was born,” Durkee said, “and I’m
working with him still.”

Durkee signed up to be a business member of the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association (MLA) just this spring. “I’ve known [MLA board member] Bobby
Ingalls all my life,” he explained. “He said I should be a member.” The company
not only became a member but Durkee also has made a generous donation to
the MLA’s Legal Defense Fund and donated bait for the June online Facebook
auction.

But last year Durkee struck out on his
own, starting a second bait business
called Bring It Inc. “It’s a joke I had
with my niece and nephew when they
were real young,” Durkee said, declining to elaborate. Together the two companies handle every variety of bait
sought by lobstermen in the region.

“This is a scary time. Lobstermen are the targets now. If the virus wasn’t bad
enough, now we have a judge and Max Strahan coming after us. If the fishery is
shut down it will be bad for everyone,” he said. “Every little bit helps.”

Herring has always been the mainstay for lobstermen along the Downeast
coast. Durkee and his father have managed to keep the herring supply going
for their customers, despite a sharp reduction in the herring quota in recent
years and a rise in wholesale prices. “We have good sources. They are reliable.
We don’t jump around,” Durkee explained.

If the fishery is shut down it will be bad for everyone. Every little bit helps.”
He acknowledged that the bait business has changed a lot in the past decade
or so. As herring became more restricted, Durkee had to broaden his offerings
of other baits. “We get our bait from everywhere now. There’s a lot of demand
for hard bait. We are starting to sell pig hide this year. Everybody wants to try
something different,” he said. Herring still remains a staple, but lobstermen in
his area are trying to stretch out every bit of the expensive fish, using other species to supplement.
The two companies sell throughout the region. This year Durkee plans to deliver pig hide anywhere along the coast, selling it by Xactics rather than buckets or crates. “The Xactics are more convenient. The guys can get it right on the
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New MLA business member Bring It Inc., based in Jonesport, offers pig
hide bait and other baits to lobstermen throughout the coast. Photo
courtesy of Downeast Acadia Regional Tourism.
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OUR CHANGING GULF: The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
By Melissa Waterman
Take a look at your coffee cup when you add a teaspoon of milk. The cold milk
sinks to the bottom of the cup. Blow across the top of the coffee cup. The top
layer of the coffee will move and the milk below slowly rises to the top, turning your black coffee a smooth shade of brown. That, in its simplest form, is a
convection cell.
Now think about the Atlantic Ocean. At the equatorial latitudes, the water is
hot. The air is hot. Everything is hot. At the northern latitudes, the water and
air are cold. A northward flow of warm surface water, powered by the wind,
moves from the south along the eastern coast until it ends up in the chilly
North Atlantic. The warmer water rapidly loses its heat to the cold atmosphere
and becomes more saline due to evaporation. Colder, saltier water is dense;
the water sinks in the ocean off Greenland and Iceland and begins a slow process of moving at great depth back to the equator, where the process begins
again. This convective motion is called the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC).
The Gulf of Maine is located at the
border of cold northern water (the
Labrador Current) and the warm
surface current (the Gulf Stream).
Because the Gulf is largely an enclosed sea, deep water enters it
primarily through the Northeast
Channel. The source and temperature of that water is largely controlled by the AMOC.

The AMOC is a major circulation
cell in the Atlantic, impacting deep
water in the Gulf of Maine. Image
courtesy of Nature.

The warming global climate has
affected the AMOC’s strength. As
more ice melts in the Arctic and
Labrador Seas, more freshwater
enters the North Atlantic. The
warm southerly surface water that
enters the region is diluted by the
freshwater, reducing its salinity.
The water then does not sink but
rather remains in a cold layer at
the ocean surface, effectively turning off the convective current.

In addition, the oceans are growing steadily warmer, particularly at the northern latitudes, reducing the temperature contrast between southern and northern regions. This too has diminished the AMOC. Scientists estimate that the AMOC has weakened by about
15% since the mid-twentieth century.

water of the Gulf of Maine, “The
fastest warming rates occurred at
depth in the late summer, autumn,
and winter months. Warming was
fastest at depths of 20–150 m, from
August to February, reaching as
high as 0.5°C per year, twice the extreme warming rates of 0.23°C per
year reported by Pershing et al. for
surface waters.”
Too much warm water at depth
Very small and vitally important
may be one reason that C. finmarto the Gulf of Maine food web,
chicus abundance has changed in
C. finmarchicus is affected by
the Gulf of Maine. Right whales
changes in water temperature at
once traveled to the mouth of the
depth. NOAA image.
Bay of Fundy each summer, where
they stocked up on C. finmarchicus
in large groups. Today the whales
have become more rare in that area. Record and Runge suggest that in the eastern Gulf of Maine, the warming at depth has been so great as to make the area
inhospitable to dormant C. finmarchicus.
As the authors note, “Warming has been most rapid in deep water during these
seasons [late summer through winter], likely reflecting changes in flow through
the Northeast Channel. The decline in C. finmarchicus is likely a combination of
reduced supply and a more direct effect of deepwater temperatures.”
Meanwhile, C. finmarchicus has been abundant in the western Gulf of Maine.
The abundance is largely due to the transport of the copepods to the region
by the Maine Coastal Current and is not due to changes in the AMOC. In Cape
Cod Bay and south of Nantucket, right whales have shown up in large numbers
in recent years, presumably to forage on the copepods.
It’s a long way from the Gulf of Maine to the Arctic Ocean. Yet the steadily
warming temperatures in that region and resulting ice melt are causing fundamental changes to the Gulf ’s currents and ecology and, inevitably, its commercial fisheries.

E  
 

The weakened AMOC, in turn, has had an effect on the Gulf of Maine. The Gulf
Stream has shifted northward; the cold Labrador current flowing into the Gulf
of Maine is weaker, allowing the warmer Gulf Stream water to enter into the
Gulf of Maine. As a 2019 article in Oceanography, co-authored by Nick Record,
Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences, Jeffrey Runge, Gulf of Maine Research
Institute, and others noted, changes in the AMOC have resulted in deeper waters of the Gulf of Maine warming at twice the fastest surface rate.
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Warmer water at depth has had a marked effect on a multitude of species. But
it is the behavior of the tiny copepod Calanus finmarchicus that has drawn researchers’ attention. C. finmarchicus is the preferred food of the North Atlantic
right whale.
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C. finmarchicus goes dormant in deep water, below 100 meters, through late
summer into winter. Record and Runge’s article reported that in the deep
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In the
NEWS
FIRE DESTROYS PROCESSING PLANT IN NEW BRUNSWICK
A May fire at the Les Pêcheries de Chez-Nous factory in Val Comeau New
Brunswick, destroyed two of the company’s three processing buildings. The
loss of the two buildings means the company is unable to purchase and process more than 80,000 pounds of live lobster per day. Prior to the fire, 331 people were working at the plant processing lobster caught by almost 100 lobster
fishermen. Val Comeau is a community of 800 people that relies on the fishing
industry. Les Pêcheries de Chez-Nous was purchased by international seafood
company Thai Union in 2016.
P.E.I. LOBSTER PROCESSORS FACING LACK OF WORKERS
Prince Edward Island lobstermen are harvesting a lot of lobster, typical of catches seen in recent years. But they can’t sell it all. The season was delayed for two
weeks, starting on May 15. According to Lucas Lesperance, he has harvested
1,000 pounds of lobster on some days but his buyer has only been accepting 600
to 700 pounds. The problem is a lack of workers in the lobster processing plants.
P.E.I.’s Seafood Processors Association said that factories on the island are short
about 200 workers. Those workers usually come from foreign countries but, because of COVID-19, are currently not allowed into Canada. As a result the workforce and processing capacity in P.E.I. plants is down by about 30%.
CANADA PROVIDES FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR FISHERIES
In mid-May the Canadian government announced $469 million (CN) in direct
support to fishermen affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, to be allocated
through two programs. The Fish Harvester Benefit, a program worth up to
$267.6 million (CN), will provide income support to eligible self-employed fish
harvesters and crew members who cannot access the Canada Emergency Wage
Subsidy. The benefit will be available to fishermen who have experienced fishing income declines of greater than 25% in the 2020 tax year. The Fish Harvester
Grant, worth up to $201.8 million (CN), will provide support of up to $10,000 to
self-employed fish harvesters with a valid fishing license and who are ineligible

for the Canada Emergency Business Account or equivalent measures. This
is in addition to a $62-million aid package rolled out in April for fish processing companies across Canada to cover the costs of protective equipment and supplies for their plants.
MAINE SEA GRANT HIRES AQUACULTURE AGENT
Maine Sea Grant recently hired Heather
Sadusky to join its marine extension team as
the coordinator of the Maine Aquaculture
Hub. Sadusky will work with Hub partners
to expand training in response to workforce needs, support the development of a
10-year roadmap for aquaculture in Maine,
and evaluate Hub impacts, according to a
news release. She will also help coordinate
partner efforts and support the hub’s steering committee. The Hub is a collaboration
formed with leadership from Maine Sea
Grant to help the aquaculture industry in
the state overcome barriers to growth and
to support industry innovation.

Healther Sadusky
joined Maine Sea
Grant in May. Photo
courtesy of M.S.G.

NOAA ANNOUNCES $8 MILLION FUNDING FOR SK
PROJECTS
NOAA Fisheries announced recommendations to fund 30 projects for more
than $8 million under the 2020 Saltonstall-Kennedy Competitive Grants
Program. Projects fall into two categories: Promotion, Development and
Marketing and Science or Technology that Promotes Sustainable U.S
Seafood Production and Harvesting. Eight of those projects, which are
recommended to receive roughly $2.25 million, are in the Greater Atlantic
Region. The University of Maine was awarded $299,000 for its project,
Improving Business Practices to Reduce Mortality in the Lobster Supply
Chain.

CAPE PORPOISE LOBSTER
AND BAIT CO., INC.
70R Mills Rd., Kennebunkport, Maine
207-967-0900 • 207-205-7949 cell
Fresh and Salted Bait
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Herring

Skate
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Flounder Racks

Monk Heads

Pogies

WE

CAN DELIVER WITH A MINIMUM ORDER.

WE

SELL BULK ICE!

orders@capeporpoiselobster.com
www.capeporpoiselobster.com
Ask for Allen!
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June 1-7

June 23-25

MLA’s Facebook auction to raise funds for its
Legal Defense Fund. The auction starts at noon
on June 1 and ends at 6 p.m. on June 7. Visit
www.facebook.com/events/541508026738873/
to place your bid!

New England Fishery Management Council
meeting via webinar. https://www.nefmc.org/
calendar/june-2020-council-meeting

June 9
New England Fishery Management Council
Herring Committee webinar, 1:30 p.m. To speak
you must register in advance at www.nefmc.
org/calendar/jun-9-2020-herring-committeemeeting.

June 26
“Halibut, No Plaice Like It: Halibut Science
in Maine,” on-line talk by DMR’s Bill DeVoe,
12:30 p.m., Maine Center for Coastal Fisheries,
https://coastalfisheries.org/events.
June 27
Rockland Lobster Boat Races, all day. Proceeds
benefit the MLA’s Legal Defense Fund.

BUSINESS 101: WHO ARE YOU?
By Ann McAlhany
Sometimes we find ourselves in a business and realize that we got there
without a lot of intentional planning. Maybe we eased into the business
with someone else, or really started our operations as a hobby rather
than a true profit-generating enterprise. Perhaps we inherited it from
someone else, for instance. Or, just maybe, we thought planning decisions were too expensive … or not a big deal … or we were too busy.
Then a time comes when it is important to step back and think about
our operation as a business, as something intentional and apart from
ourselves. Legal entity is a great place to start. So, who are you?
It’s a question worth answering. The choice of “legal entity” is influenced
by the dual considerations of business liability and tax implications.
Basically, there are two choices for your business. Either you and the
business are joined, or you have separated the business into a different
entity.

Ann McAlhany is
a small business
advisor at the Maine
Small Business
Development Center
in Bangor.

Either you are a sole proprietor and you and your business finances are
mushed together, or you have created a separate legal entity for your
business. If you don’t do anything, you are, by default, a sole proprietor.
In this case any liability in the business or your personal life can affect
the other; they are not separated. That means, should there be an accident with your boat — the sun is in your eyes as you motor back to the
wharf and you nick one of those kayaks slithering on the water. OOOPS! — then all your personal
assets, all the things that you own, such as your house or your car or your motorcycle, could be in
jeopardy. That is because you and the business are considered one.
On the other hand, you can separate the business from your person by creating a separate legal
entity. The most common are LLC (Limited Liability Company) or subchapter S-corporation. In
either of these, you have separated the business from your personal affairs and therefore separated
the liability.
Ok, so you want to form a legal entity, but you don’t know how and you worry that it will be awfully
expensive. Yes, you can get the forms from the state (Maine Bureau of Corporations) and do it yourself for a couple hundred dollars. However, there might be questions you don’t know how to answer,
or advantages to the various business structures that support your long-term goals that a lawyer
would be best suited to help you navigate. To form a legal entity is a one-time expense (with annual
renewals), and from my conversations with attorneys, a basic business formation costs about eight
hundred to a thousand dollars. It may be well worth the extra cost to talk to someone who knows
the ins and outs of the formation process.
But remember, if your business is a separate entity, then you need to act like it is something separate. You should have a separate business bank account. All business bills get paid from the business account. All personal payments, such as your personal house mortgage payment or your ATV
payment, are made from your personal bank account, and so forth. Sure, the business is there to
make money for you, so you write yourself a business check or make a bank transfer to take an
owners draw (or issue a paycheck to yourself, in the case of an S-Corp). But then, pay all your personal bills from your personal account.
If you continue to pay personal bills from the business side or vice versa, then that would be considered “piercing the corporate veil,” and you would have defeated the purpose of separating the
business liability from yourself.
Also, by separating the business transactions from your personal finances, you have a better opportunity to analyze the financials of the business and understand how the business is operating.
This will allow you to make better and more informed business decisions. That has a lot to do with
business recordkeeping… which will be an article for another time!

www.lobstertrap.com

WHOLESALE DEALERS OF FRESH SEAFOOD
Steuben, ME
207-546-3622

Machiasport, ME
207-255-8888

Addison, ME
207-483-2888

Keliher continued from page 3

Throughout the spring, I have maintained an open line
of communication between the Department, dealers
and representatives from the harvesting sector, to try to
stay on top of the situation as it evolves. At various times
I know some people have wondered why we still need to
talk, as certain things started to sort themselves out. I
think that ongoing communication is valuable to build
a common understanding of what is happening, so that
if and when we need to find ways to cooperate, we are
better prepared to do so.
I know that all this uncertainty means that this is a scary
time for you and your family. We are being called upon
to meet challenges we couldn’t have possibly imagined.
Nothing we have done in the past has prepared us for
this. It will not be easy, but by working together I believe
we can find a path forward to better seasons ahead.
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WE WORK TOGETHER
Working together has taken on
new meaning during the COVID-19
pandemic. For some Maine
lobstering families, however, it
is just the way work gets done.
Fishing as a couple is not for
everyone, but for these folks it
makes the harvest even better.
Many thanks to all who submitted photos
via Instagram!

Richard Bubar and Leslie
Duncan, F/V Knot Guilty,
Stonington.

Cory and Genevieve
McDonald, F/V Hello
Darlings II, Stonington.

Herman and Monique
Coombs, F/V Jocelyne K,
Orrs Island.

Carroll and Lindsey Staples,
F/V Age Quod Agis,
Swans Island

Travis and Ashlee Reyolds
aboard F/V Owen’s Rose,
Spruce Head.

www.readyseafood.com
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